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Opus 2 Magnum Redefines Fact & Chronology Management at ILTACON 2015
Version 5.555 embeds the state‐of‐the‐art Fact Manager within the same private‐cloud workspace used to manage
transcripts, key documents and work product

LAS VEGAS, NV ‐ Aug. 31, 2015 – At ILTACON, Opus 2 International, a worldwide litigation services and software
development company, announced Version 5.555 of its Opus 2 Magnum cloud collaboration platform designed
to ease transcript and evidence management for the modern law firm. Opus 2 Magnum is the only modern
transcript management platform that manages documents, transcripts and facts in a single, well‐appointed and
simplified private‐cloud workspace.
With this new version, Opus 2 provides a 21st century take on how evidence and facts should be managed and
chronologically ordered during litigation. Magnum 5.555 unites all of the critical work product, including
annotations, designations, cross‐references, clips, and now “chrons” under one roof for a seamless user
experience. Magnum is the first platform to enable users to manage key documents, transcripts and fact
chronologies side‐by‐side. Users may create custom facts, sort and filter to view only certain facts, and import
facts and chronologies from third party software.
“Opus 2 Magnum is designed to help resolve litigators’ modern day challenges with an easier way to analyze
cases, collaborate on work product, and prepare for depositions, trial or settlement conferences,” said Graham
Smith‐Bernal, Founder and CEO of Opus 2. “Version 5.555 redefines a legacy process that otherwise would
require a variety of tools to complete. Now all of this vital work can be completed in a single workspace.”
During ILTACON, Opus 2 will also debut their new enterprise‐licensing model which has been highly requested
by clients seeking strategic deployments of the historically SaaS‐based Magnum service. Law firms with an
enterprise license may continue to invite co‐counsel or other third parties into a specific case workspace, with
the option to still use Magnum on a case‐by‐case basis.
To see Opus 2 Magnum in action, stop by the Opus 2 Magnum booth (#311) during ILTACON 2015 or visit
www.opus2.com/ILTA2015. Interested parties are invited to book a private demonstration via info@opus2.com.
###
About Opus 2 Magnum
Opus 2 Magnum is a private, cloud‐based workspace from which litigators, co‐counsel and experts share transcripts, key documents,
exhibits, video and research and collaborate on work product for deposition and trial preparation. The collaborative workspaces unite
team members so they may jointly, or individually, dissect the salient aspects of testimony and evidence, develop questioning strategies
and organize the material to be presented to the court. Version 5.0 includes a streamlined interface and significant enhancements to
various aspects of its document, exhibit and transcript functionality for US and international users. The new code benefits from Opus 2
Magnum having been field‐tested for several years in court rooms and arbitration centers around the world. To date, clients have used
Magnum for all stages of the litigation lifecycle—from deposition preparation, to meet and confer conferences to collaboration around
discovery requests and litigation preparation.
About Opus 2 International
Opus 2 International is the only worldwide legal services company that blends sophisticated cloud technology with court reporting
excellence to modernize evidence management during high‐stakes matters across the globe—including litigation, arbitration hearings,
depositions (US) and government inquiries. Last fall, the Opus 2 Magnum™ service won the coveted top honor in the ‘Innovative Solution
Provider of the Year’ category for the 5th Annual Distinguished Peer Awards sponsored by the International Legal Technology Association
(ILTA). The company is comprised of experts in capturing testimony and uniting it with key litigation content. The collective team of
seasoned consultants, case managers, software developers, technicians and independent court reporters are uniquely positioned to

protect the integrity of both the record and the evidence and to deliver intuitive tools for their careful analysis. Opus 2 International is
headquartered in London just 200 meters from The Royal Courts of Justice, The Rolls Building, and the International Dispute Resolution
Centre, and offers regional offices in San Francisco, New York, Dubai, Paris, Hong Kong and Singapore. Visit opus2.com or call +1 888‐960‐
3117 for more information.

